Opto-electronic sensing of body surface topology changes during radiotherapy for rectal cancer.
The CT body surface underpins millimeter scale dose computation in radical radiotherapy. A lack of technology has prevented measurement of surface topology changes during irradiation. Consequently, body changes are incorporated into plans statistically. We describe the technology for dynamic measurement of continuous surface topology at submillimeter resolution and suggest appropriately modified planning. An interferometer casts cosinusoidal fringes across the surface of a patient on a treatment couch. Motion-induced changes to the spatial phase of the fringes are used to generate dynamic sequences of body height maps. Volume-conserving CT warping, guided by height change, is used to illustrate potential planning perturbations. We present the results for a prone patient with rectal carcinoma. At most of the simultaneously measured 440 x 440 points in each of the 898 body height maps in a dynamic sequence, the standard deviations were <1-2 mm, with occasional points of 6 mm. Surface motion predominantly occurred along the small of the back. This motion was periodic and could take the spine and bladder across the 95% isodose contour. Surface changes are most likely to be within 3 mm during irradiation, despite the effects of breathing and the discomfort of lying prone. The dosimetric effects are acceptable.